We have immediate openings on the below requirement.
Could you please share your updated resume to
surya.prodesign@gmail.com / aishwarya.prodesign@gmail.com
CONTACT - 8340906773
Job Title : DevOps Engineer/Sr. DevOps Engineer
Experience : 6-20 years
Work Location : Chennai/Pune/Mumbai primary - Other locations also wont be a problem
Key Mandates:
1. Must be a DevOps consultant (Atleast 4+ years) with Design/Development/Implementation etc.
2. Very Strong in Agile
3. Any cloud technology - (AWS Mandate)
4. CI/CD Mandate
6. 12 factor apps/Code quality - Should aware
6. Dockers/Kubernetes
7. Microservices
8. Candidate should neither be working only as Administrator/ nor into Operations/Management,
looking for someone who is working closely with Development team.
9. Someone who can join immediately/30 days max.
10. Location constraint was been exempted for now.
Skillset :
Senior DevOps Engineer
We're here to develop the best corporate banking software in the world.
We grow fast in size and knowledge in an industry that is highly innovative and undergoing
significant change, doing things no one else has done
before.
We are looking for the person that has a getting done mentality, is eager to learn from the best
people in the industry, wants to get his hands dirty
and enjoys working outside his/her comfort zone in an environment that undergoing change all the
time.
If that sounds exciting and you are that person, then we want to hear from you!
The Role
Develop - with and for software engineers.
Guard - you breath 12 factor app principles.
Release - quality and control are you middle names.
Deploy - as frequent as humanly possible.
Automate - everything you do.
Infrastructure - expressed through code.

Deliver - with every NFR covered.
Troubleshoot - before anyone has noticed the glitch.
From repository management to pipelines to deployment and monitoring, you are responsible for
guiding, supporting and implementing all that is
needed to get our microservice based Contextual Banking eXperience platform deployed and ready
to be delivered to banks worldwide.
Main requirements
6+ years of experience with:
Git tools and branching strategies
Maven/Gradle, NPM, JUnit, scripting (shell)
Code quality tools (Codacy/Sonar)
CI tools (Concourse/Bitbucket Pipelines/Jenkins)
Virtualization & container concepts (Docker)
Automation (Ansible/Vagrant/Puppet/Chef)
IaaS (AWS/OpenStack/VMWare ESX/Google Cloud)
Monitoring (AppDynamics/New Relic)
Nice to have
Experience with:
Cloud concepts for development (12 factor app)
PaaS (OpenShift/Cloud Foundry)
Container orchestration (Kubernetes)
OSS policy management (BlackDuck)
Automated testing (Selenium)

